Do Hospitals and Long-Term Care Facilities
Really Care About Their Patients & Residents Regarding
The Infectious Environment they Place them In?

October 26, 2022 – If you listen to HVAC contractors or national firms like ASHRE, the solution to
infections and COVID-19 is with ventilation. Positive and Negative air flow systems don’t work. Nothing
could be farther than the truth. For the past 60 years the Industry has pedaled a false narrative.
Because they don’t understand the biology, physics and chemistry of bacteria, viruses and or pathogens.
The recent COVID pandemic, caused by China, has exacerbated the life expectancy of those individuals
who are medically compromised. The death rate of the medically compromised represents
approximately 84% (at least) of all deaths.
We are going to find out, in the future, that many of the COVID-19 deaths were fake. People died of
heart attacks, COPD, immune problems, old age. Medically compromised, unfortunately, is part of life.
The only way to prevent future pandemic deaths like we have seen is to ensure that the air and surface
of enclosed areas are treated properly and maintained in a protective state 24/7 with infection control
technology. That eliminates infection elements.
Such technology now is very inexpensive. But do building owners really care about their occupants or
know about the systems? There are few systems that exist today that can measure for example, viruses
in the air. This is a fact that has been known for 70 years. It has been testified in front of Congress that
the health-care community has not done a good job with protecting their patients or residents. But
even worse than that, they have caused substantial suffering and death to their staff by filling these
facilities with chemicals or VOC’s. Twenty-five (25) years of testing has proven that these chemicals
have increased pulmonary COPD rates by 50% within the test group. Quite candidly, you don’t go
around sniffing bleach.
Another tragedy that is going on in facilities these days is that they do not have the training that should
be given to a wonderful set of individuals called Infection Control Personnel. Facilities are not giving the
tools necessary to their building maintenance people to eradicate or identify the infection problem.
Less than 25% of hospitals have a ATP capability and only 5% of long-term care facilities have any
bacteria/virus detection equipment
The US Government says UV light is the answer. Nothing could be farther from the truth. UV light has
extremely negative effects to eyes/skin if used improperly. You can’t live in a UV environment. UV light
only captures and kills a percentage of pathogens and only stops flow for a limited time.
They do not understand the biology of these superbugs. They survive. They mutate. They want to live
and exist the same way human beings do. We have run out of drugs to fight these superbugs.

Furthermore, our antibiotics are being made in China, and you think China has the answers for America?
No, they don’t
What will it take to wake people up? The pandemic has shown that the problem is not just in healthcare facilities, it is everywhere.
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